A Complete Street on Commercial Drive?
Who is Visiting Commercial Drive?
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Slow Streets set out to determine who was visiting Commercial Drive, how they got there and what
they were doing. This study observed the activities of over 1000 people at three observations periods
(weekday afternoon, evening peak and weekend afternoon Sept/Oct 2014). Our main finding is that
people experience most of their time on Commercial Drive as a pedestrian, including people that drive
and park. The majority of people shopping walked to the study sites. Most activities observed were
necessary daily activities (e.g. commuting, grocery shopping). A small percentage (14%) stayed or socialized on the Drive. Based on these observations Slow Streets asks: Shouldn’t public investments be
focused on creating a comfortable and secure street experience for those on foot?

It’s a Space Problem
Space Efficiency: More people cycling, walking and using
transit can be moved per hour than driving.
Ten bicycles can also be stored in one single parking stall.

Reduced Infrastructure Costs
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Construction Costs:
• 3 meter roadway lane cost $2,257,440/km.
• 3.5 meter separated bike lane cost $747,200/km.
• 1.5 meter sidewalk cost $251,200/km.
(Roadway Facility Costs, VTPI, 2013)

Impact of a Separated Bike Lane?
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To gauge the impact of a complete street on Commercial Drive we observed activity on Union Street.
Union Street (between Main and Gore) has a comparable built form with a diversity of commercial and
residential uses while maintaining parking. Union Street’s main difference is that it has an existing
separated cycling lane with a buffer zone. Our study found that, similar to Commercial Drive, the majority of people still arrive on foot. Union Street also moves four times the number of people cycling but
maintains the same proportion (%) of people shopping and staying. Union Street is also able to support
its businesses with one-fifth of Commercial Drive’s vehicular traffic.
Reduced vehicular volumes, speeds and the resulting traffic noises made Union Street a more people
friendly street.
When considering that Commercial Drive has businesses on both
sides of the street, removing two vehicular travelling lanes while preserving parking would permit the growth of Commercial Drive’s existing levels of shopping and street activity.
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A Complete Street on Commercial Drive?
Create a Street Where People Want to Stay Longer
Reducing vehicle volumes and speeds also
reduces traffic generated noise experienced
at the sidewalk. This would encourage more
people to stay on Commercial Drive longer.

Additional sidewalk space enhances public
space and allows restaurants, bars, grocery
stores and small retail stores to expand their
square footage with minimal cost.

Increased Visibility Means Increased Revenues
All businesses benefit, as separated cycling lanes and widened sidewalks add
additional capacity to move more people with the same amount of space. People on foot and cycling are also more likely to make spontaneous purchases. It
has been demonstrated that people walking and cycling will spend more overall
per month than people driving at restaurants, bars and convenience stores.
(Consumer Behavior and Travel Mode Choices, Kelly Clifton, 2012)

Improve Safety for All Modes and All Ages
A study by the New York City Department of Transport in 2012 showed that
installing separated bicycle lanes decreased the number of injuries for
all street users, not just people cycling. (Measuring the Street, NYC DOT,
2012)
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Improve the Productivity of Public Investments
A study by the New York City Department of Transport in 2012 showed a decrease
in commercial vancancies after a separated bike lane was installed, which means
increased revenues for the city. (Measuring the Street, NYC DOT, 2012)

Metro Vancouver’s Second Busiest Bus Corridor
Transport 2040

Improve productivity by prioritizing local traffic.
(Bus Service Perfomance Review, TransLink, 2013)

Adding a protected bike lane on Commercial Drive would
support Vancouver’s Transport 2040 goals to have 66% of
all trips by 2040 made by walking, cycling and transit.
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A Comparison: Potential Impacts of a Retail Street
Separated Bikelane
Union Street with its separated cycling lane gets four times more cycling traffic and one-fifth less vehicular traffic, but the proportion of shopping is approximately the same as Commercial Drive. Similar to
Commercial Drive, visitors experience the majority of their time on Union Street as a pedestrian. Union
Street shows you can increase the capacity to move more people with the same space but still maintain
access for all modes and maintain the same proportion of people shopping.

